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Assessment Policy & Procedures
Assessment Philosophy
SIS recognises that learning, teaching and the assessment of learning are interconnected and
complemental. Learning outcomes form the lynchpin around which the whole program is
developed. Thus it is imperative to state these learning outcomes explicitly; these encompass
knowledge and understanding of the subject as well as cognitive, personal and academic skills.
SIS believes that assessment is a three pronged process: it monitors the progress of student
learning and achievement; it provides coherent feedback for the student, parents, and external
institutes and also paves the path for curriculum and assessment review. This philosophy is
deeply embedded in the firm conviction that students have different learning styles, different
cultural expectations and perform differently according to the context of learning. The
assessments are focused on testing 21st century skills: the ability to organise information to solve
problems, conduct investigations, analyse and synthesize data, self - monitor, work in teams and
learn independently. Throughout the curriculum and instructional process, the assessment is
criteria- related using published agreed learning objectives mandated by IB and made clear to the
students by the teachers before the tasks begin. The assessment tools used are reliable, have
clearly defined descriptors to stave off bias and subjectivity. Criterion referencing lends validity to
the tools that measure for and of learning. SIS aspires to create constructivist classrooms where
assessment is done via student works, observations, points of view and tests. The process of
learning is as important as the product; hence these constructivist approaches tend to validate
individual and cultural differences and diversity. Psychometric testing at all three levels is
administered to gauge the ability, aptitude and personality traits. This provides a supportive frame
work that enables the student to make informed subject choices and the faculty to plan and use
differentiated instructions and assessment.
In consonance with the IB philosophy an eclectic range of assessment tools and strategies is used
and performance is recorded systematically; the students and parents are given frequent feedback
and effective interventions are suggested to plug the gaps in the learning. Regular systematic and
comprehensive record-keeping and frequent reporting indicate targets for future, these targets
catapult the students on an upward learning trajectory. The choice of tools used to assess are
geared towards appraisal of concepts, knowledge and skills appropriate to an international milieu
and an altering mosaic of the world.
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Aims:
1. To ensure that all objectives are assessed for each subject using a suitable
range of strategies, innovative tools and instruments.
2. To ensure that the assessment includes strategies to strengthen the student
performance and skills.
3. To assess the student performance regularly as per the defined schedule.
4. To ensure continuous improvement in the student performance through
specific feedback and scaffolding.
5. To report the student performance to all the stakeholders regularly: students,
parents and the school authorities.

Assessment strategies:
An assessment measures how and if students are learning and if the teaching
methods are effective. It is important to develop and plan a range of
assessment strategies to match all aspects of instructional goals at the
beginning of the semester and to ensure that they are implemented
throughout the entire instructional experience.

At SIS, student achievement is evaluated by conducting a varied range of
assessments on a regular basis throughout the academic year. They help to
determine the extent to which students demonstrate desired learning
outcomes.

Assessment tools or methodologies: A varied range of assessment tools or
methodologies used to evaluate students’ achievement are tests, practical
work, projects, presentations, oral work, quizzes etc., which also include peer
assessments. Some assessments are marked automatically, some are
marked by the teacher and some are carried out over a period of time. The
style and format of the assessment is defined by the purpose for which it is
conducted.
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Formative assessments: Formative assessments are a part of the learning
process and the main purpose is to provide a detailed feedback to the
students on their strengths and weaknesses which in turn develop students’
capabilities. Formative assessments measure student progress but they can
also assess teacher’s own progress as an instructor. The primary focus of a
formative assessment is to identify areas that may need improvement. These
assessments typically are not graded. Formative assessments can be in the
form of class activities, reflection journals, practice labs, home assignments or
any other submissions.
Teacher’s Role and Responsibility: For formative assessments, the
teacher’s role is of a supporter of learning who takes in to account the right
level of difficulty while designing the assessment and it is the teacher’s
responsibility to adjust this level as the student progresses.
Assessment as learning: “Assessment as learning” takes place when
students monitor their own progress, reflect on it and take responsibility of
their own learning. This is achieved through self and peer assessments which
give them opportunities to identify areas of strengths and weaknesses.

In Assessment AS learning, sometimes students and teacher work in a
collaborative manner in the assessment process, which is called ‘coassessment’. For example, setting up a rubrics which clearly indicates
marking criteria and which can be used for marking assignments, class
participation, or overall grades. This helps the students to understand the
teacher’s goals for that particular course of studies and which in turn helps
them to know where they are going overall. It is important to keep the focus of
“assessment AS learning” on the quality (not quantity) of the work - and on
constructive criticism - especially for self and peer assessment. This is where
it becomes very important to focus on learning goals, rather than performance
goals.
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Summative assessment: Summative assessments are generally conducted
at the end of a unit or at the end of the learning process in order to determine
students’ level of achievement. Summative assessments are conducted to
assess what has been learned and how well it was learned. Teachers ensure
that the assessments are valid, they are reliable and unbiased. These
assessments are graded and they indicate whether the student has an
acceptable level of knowledge and if the student is ready to proceed to the
next level. Summative assessments can be in the form of class tests
conducted at the end of a unit, term end examinations, project work,
portfolios, final examinations etc.
Assessment Schedule: In SIS, students’ progression and achievements are
evaluated by conducting assessments on a regular basis and at least 2
formative and summative assessments (class tests) are conducted per month
for each subject, which are scheduled day-wise in each week. This also
includes formative assessments conducted for the IB Internal Assessments
(IA).

Notifications: Timely notifications regarding the assessed curriculum, the IB
assessment criteria for that assessment and the scheduled time and date, are
sent to the students and the parents through an email and through Edu Cloud
school management software system.

Calculation of Grades: The grades are calculated using the school grade
boundaries which are altered and made slightly higher than the actual IB
grade boundaries to make it more challenging.

Recording : The results of all the assessments including the Term End
examinations are recorded in the teachers’ log books as well as in the Edu
Cloud School management software system.
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Reporting the assessment: Detailed Performance Reports and
Consolidated Class Test Reports are generated and are reported to the
parents in the Parents’ Forum (which is conducted once in the first term) and
Parent Teacher Meetings which are conducted in each term, within a week
after the completion of the Term End Examination. The performance reports
do not include the final Internal Assessment marks/grades. Ad Hoc one to one
interaction takes place between the teachers and the parents and a detailed
feedback is given regarding the performance in the examinations as well as in
the class.
Analysis of assessment data: At the end of the term, the students’
performance and achievement in each subject is analyzed by the teachers by
conducting collaborative meetings.

Submission and assignment policy: The submission and assignment
policy of the school demands timely submissions, following the deadlines
specified for all assignments. The submission deadlines for the Internal
Assessments are specified in the school calendar at the beginning of the year
and are informed to the students and the parents well in advance.
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Assessment Procedures at SIS:
IBDP: Sample (Business Management - Assessment Procedures)
TERM 1 (August – December)
A) Teaching strategies and tools:
Syllabus

1.1 Introduction to business
management
1.2 Types of organizations
1.3 Organizational objectives
1.4 Stakeholders
1.5 External environment
1.6 Growth and evolution
1.7 Organizational planning
tools
3.1 Sources of finance
3.2 Costs and revenues
3.3 Break-even analysis
3.4 Final accounts
3.5 Profitability and ratio
analysis
3.6 Efficiency ratio analysis
3.7 Cash flow
3.8 Investment appraisal
3.9 Budgets
Approx. 70 hours

Teaching
strategies
Lecture method
Presentations
Discussions
Debates
Videos.

Assessment tools
And Home assignment
schedule
 Assessment Tools:
Formatives,
summatives,
presentations,
questioning,
discussions, classwork
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Home assignment
schedule: Not fixed.
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B) Assessment:
Formative
Assessments
(Assessment FOR
and AS Learning)
 Class
activities
Discussions,
case studies
 Feedback :
 By the teacher
(FOR
learning):
During the
course of the
activity
 Self and by the
peer (AS
learning):
During and on
the completion of
the activity

IA formatives
(Assessment FOR and
AS Learning)


Class activities
Discussions, case
studies

 Feedback :
 By the
teacher(FOR
learning):
During the course
of the activity
 Self and by the
peer (AS
learning):
During the activity
and also on the
completion of the
activity
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Summative assessments
(Class tests)
(Assessment OF Learning)


Schedule: one or two
per month



Pattern: case studies



Notifications: Through
an email and Edu
Cloud school
management software.



Recording and
Reporting of the
result: Recorded in the
teacher’s record and
Edu Cloud.
Consolidated Class
Test report is
generated. The
reporting is done
during the Parent
Forum conducted in
the month of October.
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C) Summative Assessment –Term End Examination and IA (for the TEE):
Standard Level
Paper Percenta Type/pat Mark Durati Weighta
Data
Calcul
name ge of the
tern
s
on
ge
bookle
ators
portion
t
Allowe
assessed
Allowe
d/Not
and
d/Not
Allowe
Resource
Allowe
d
s used
d
Paper
1
Paper
2

Not
assessed
40%,
textbook,
handouts,
emails

Structure
d
question
s

50

1h 45m

100%

Allowe
d

IB
Assessmen
t criteria
(Followed/N
ot Followed)

Allowe
d

Followed

Higher Level:
Pape
r
name

Percent
Type
age of
the
portion
assesse
d and
Resourc
es used
Paper
Not
1
assesse
d
Paper
40%,
Structur
2
textbook,
ed
handouts question
, emails
s

Mark
s

Durati
on

Weigh
tage

Data
bookle
t
Allowe
d/Not
Allowe
d

Calculators
Allowed/Not
Allowed

IB
Assessme
nt criteria
Followed/N
ot
Followed

-

-

-

-

-

-

70

2h 15m

100%

Allowe
d

Allowed

Followed

D) Recording and Reporting of the result: The result is recorded in the Teacher’s
Log Book and EduCloud School Management Software. Grades are calculated as
per the school grade boundaries. Detailed Performance Reports are generated
and reported through the Parent Teacher Meeting held immediately after the Term
End Exam.
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TERM 2 (January – May)
A) Teaching strategies and tools:
Syllabus

4.1 The role of
marketing
4.2 Marketing planning
4.3 Sales forecasting
(HL)
4.4 Market research
4.5 The 4 Ps
4.6 The extended
marketing mix
(HL)
4.7 International
marketing (HL)
4.8 E-commerce
Approx. 70 hours

Teaching strategies

Lecture method
Presentations
Discussions
Debates
Videos.

Assessment tools
And Home assignment
schedule


Assessment Tools:
Formatives,
summatives,
presentations,
questioning,
discussions, classwork



Home assignment
schedule: Not fixed.

B) Assessment:
Formative
Assessments
(Assessment FOR
and AS Learning)
 Class activities
Discussions,
case studies
 Feedback :
 By the teacher
(FOR learning):
During the course
of the activity
 Self and by the
peer (AS
learning):
During and on the
completion of
the activity

IA formatives
(Assessment FOR and
AS Learning)


Summative assessments
(Class tests)
(Assessment OF
Learning)


Class activities
Discussions, case
studies
 Feedback :
 By the
teacher(FOR
learning):
During the course of
the activity
 Self and by the
peer (AS learning):
During the activity and
also on the completion
of the activity
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Schedule: 1 /2 per month
 Pattern: case studies
 Notifications: Through
an email and EduCloud
school management
software.



Recording and
Reporting of the result:
Recorded in the
teacher’s record and
EduCloud. Consolidated
Class Test report is
generated. The
reporting is done during
the Parent Forum
conducted in the month
of October.
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C) Summative Assessment -TEE and IA (for the TEE):
Standard Level
Pap
er
nam
e

Percenta
ge of the
portion
assessed
and
Resource
s used

Type/patt
ern

Mark
s

Durati
on

Weighta
ge

Data
Calculator
booklet
s
Allowed/N Allowed/N
ot Allowed ot Allowed

Pap
er 1
Pap
er 2

Not
assessed
60%,
textbook,
handouts,
emails

-

-

-

-

-

-

IB
Assess
ment
criteria
(Followe
d/Not
Followed
)
-

Structured
questions

50

1h
45m

100%

Allowed

Allowed

Followed

Higher Level:
Pap
er
nam
e

Percenta
ge of the
portion
assessed
and
Resource
s used

Type

Mark
s

Durati
on

Weighta
ge

Data
booklet
Allowed/
Not
Allowed

Calculators
Allowed/Not
Allowed

IB
Assessmen
t criteria
Followed/N
ot Followed

Pape
r1
Pape
r2

Not
assessed
60%,
textbook,
handouts,
emails

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

70

2h
15m

100%

Allowed

Allowed

Followed

Struc
tured
quest
ions

D) Recording and Reporting of the result: The result is recorded in the Teacher’s
Log Book and EduCloud School Management Software. Grades are calculated as
per the school grade boundaries. Detailed Performance Reports are generated
and reported through the Parent Teacher Meeting held immediately after the Term
End Exam.
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TERM 3 (August – November)
A) Teaching strategies and tools:
Syllabus

2.1 Functions and
evolution of HRM
2.2 Organizational
structure
2.3 Leadership and
management
2.4 Motivation
2.5 Organizational culture

Teaching
strategies

Lecture method
Presentations
Discussions
Debates
Videos.

(HL)

2.6 Employer and
employee relations (HL)
5.1 The role of
operations
Management
5.2 Production methods
5.3 Lean production and
quality management (HL)
5.4 Location
5.5 Production planning (HL)
5.6 Research and
development (HL)
5.7 Crisis management
and contingency planning
(HL)
Approx. 70 hours
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Assessment tools
And Home assignment
schedule



Assessment Tools:
Formatives, summatives,
presentations,
questioning, discussions,
classwork



Home assignment
schedule: Not fixed.
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B) Assessment:
Formative
Assessments
(Assessment FOR
and AS Learning)

IA formatives
(Assessment FOR
and AS Learning)



Summative assessments
(Class tests)
(Assessment OF Learning)



Class activities
Discussions,
case studies
 Feedback :
 By the teacher
(FOR
learning):
During the
course of the
activity
 Self and by the
peer (AS
learning):
During and on
the
completion of
the activity

Class activities
Discussions,
case studies
 Feedback :
 By the
teacher(FOR
learning):
During the course of
the activity
 Self and by the
peer (AS
learning):
During the activity
and also on the
completion of the
activity







Schedule: one or two
per month
Pattern: case studies
Notifications: Through
an email and EduCloud
school management
software.
Recording and
Reporting of the
result: Recorded in the
teacher’s record and
EduCloud. Consolidated
Class Test report is
generated. The
reporting is done during
the Parent Forum
conducted in the month
of October.

C) Summative Assessment -TEE and IA (for the TEE):
Standard Level
Paper
name

Percentage
of the
portion
assessed
and
Resources
used

Type/pat
tern

Mar
ks

Duratio
n

Weight
age

Data
booklet
Allowed/No
t Allowed

Calculators
Allowed/Not
Allowed

IB Assessment
criteria
(Followed/Not
Followed)

Paper 1

Not
assessed

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Paper 2

100%,
textbook,
handouts,
emails

Structured
questions

50

1h 45m

100%

Allowed

Allowed

Followed
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Higher Level:
Pape
r
nam
e

Percentage
of the
portion
assessed
and
Resources
used

Pape
r1
Pape
r2

Not
assessed
100%,
textbook,
handouts,
emails

Type

Structur
ed
questio
ns

Mark
s

Durati
on

Weighta
ge

Data
bookle
t
Allowe
d/Not
Allowe
d

Calculat
ors
Allowed/
Not
Allowed

IB
Assess
ment
criteria

70

2h
15m

100%

Allowe
d

Allowed

Followed

D) Recording and Reporting of the result: The result is recorded in the Teacher’s
Log Book and Edu Cloud School Management Software. Grades are calculated as
per the school grade boundaries. Detailed Performance Reports are generated
and reported through the Parent Teacher Meeting held immediately after the Term
End Exam.
TERM 4 (December – April)
A) Teaching strategies and tools:
Syllabus

Revision of entire
syllabus
Approx. 30 hours

Teaching strategies

Assessment tools
And Home assignment
schedule


Lecture method
Presentations
Discussions
Debates
Videos.
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Assessment Tools:
Formatives, summatives,
presentations, questioning,
discussions, classwork,
past papers
Home assignment
schedule: Not fixed.
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B) Assessment:
Formative
Assessments
(Assessment FOR
and AS Learning)


Class
activities
Discussions,
case studies
 Feedback :
 By the teacher
(FOR
learning):
During the
course of the
activity
 Self and by the
peer (AS
learning):
During and on
the
completion of
the activity

IA formatives
(Assessment FOR
and AS Learning)



Class activities 
Discussions,
case studies
 Feedback :
 By the
teacher(FOR
learning):
During the
course of the
activity
 Self and by the
peer (AS
learning):
During the
activity and also on
the completion of
the activity
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Summative assessments
(Class tests)
(Assessment OF Learning)

Schedule: Mock exam 1
held in February
Mock exam 2 held in
March
 Pattern: Paper 1 - preseen case study
Paper 2 - structured
questions



Notifications: Through
an email and EduCloud
school management
software.



Recording and
Reporting of the result:
Recorded in the teacher’s
record and EduCloud.
Consolidated Class Test
report is generated. The
reporting is done during
the Parent Forum
conducted in the month
of October.
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Summative Assessment -TEE and IA (for the TEE):
Standard Level
Paper
name

Paper 1

Paper 2

Percent
age of
the
portion
assesse
d and
Resourc
es used

Type/patt
ern

100%,
Questions
textbook, on case
handouts study and
, emails, additional
prematerial
issued
case
study,
internet
100%,
textbook, Structure
handouts
d
, emails questions

Mark
s

Durati
on

Weighta
ge

Data
booklet
Allowed/
Not
Allowed

Calcul
ators
Allowe
d/Not
Allowe
d

IB
Assessme
nt criteria
(Followed/
Not
Followed)

40

1h 15
m

40%

Allowed

Allowe
d

Followed

50

1h
45m

60%

Allowed

Allowe
d

Followed

Calculat
ors
Allowed/
Not
Allowed

IB
Assessm
ent
criteria
Followed
/Not
Followed

Higher Level:
Paper
name

Percentag
e of the
portion
assessed
and
Resources
used

Type

Paper
1

100%,
textbook,

Question
s on

Mar
ks

Durati
on

15

Weighta
ge

Data
booklet
Allowed/
Not
Allowed

Assessment Policy & Procedures
handouts,
emails, preissued
case study,
internet
Paper
2

C)

100%,
textbook,
handouts,
emails

case
study
and
addition
al
material
Structure
d
question
s

60

2h
15m

46%

Allowed

Allowed

Followed

70

2h
15m

54%

Allowed

Allowed

Followed

Recording and Reporting of the result: The result is recorded in the
Teacher’s Log Book and EduCloud School Management Software. Detailed
Performance Reports are generated and reported through the Parent Teacher
Meeting held immediately after the 1st Mock Examination. 2nd Mock
Examination is conducted in the month of March, the Performance reports are
generated and reported to the parents and the students by email.

School Grade Boundaries:
Grade
HL
SL

1
0 - 12
0 - 10

2
13 - 25
11 - 22

3
26 - 37
23 - 34

4
38 - 47
35 - 44

5
48 - 58
45 -56

6
59 - 69
57 - 67

IGCSE: Sample (Chemistry- Assessment Procedures)
TERM 1 (August – November)
A) Teaching strategies and tools:
Syllabus

August - L-2, Nature
of Matter- 16 classes
September - L-2,
Elements and
compounds – 16
classes

Teaching strategies

Lecture method
PowerPoint
Presentations
Discussions
Flash cards
Socratic seminars etc.
Experimentation by
students

16

Assessment tools
And Home assignment
schedule
 Assessment Tools:
 Formative—Group
discussions, Quiz,
Presentations,
 Summative— 5- 6 Class
test in the first term,

7
70 - 100
68 - 100
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October - L-5, Acid, Demonstrations of
Bases and Salts(Till experiments
Salts) – 12 classes
Videos
Revision—2 Weeks October








Presentations, Term End
Exam,
Home assignment
schedule:
Thrice a week in the form
of:
Text book questions: from
IGCSE Chemistry and
updated IGCSE book.
Worksheets prepared
using past papers.
Power point presentation

B) Assessment:
Formative Assessments
(Assessment FOR and AS
Learning)













Class activities:
Discussion of a topic,
Research on the given
topic
The students discuss
and reflect on the topic
being taught in the
class.
Presentations
Quiz
Flash cards
Worksheets with
questions of MCQ and
theory from the past
papers.
Self-prepared
questions for the
theory from the text
book.

IA formatives, Leading
towards preparation of
Paper-6(ATP)
(Assessment FOR and
AS Learning)
 Class activities:
 Experiments
performed by the
students
 Experiments
demonstrated by
the teacher
 Apparatus shown
and discussed in
class
 Importance of
safety measures
discussed
 Students perform
experiments.



Feedback :
By the teacher
(FOR learning):
Feedback is given
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Summative
assessments (Class
tests)
(Assessment OF
Learning)
 Schedule: Two
Class Test per
month


Pattern: Written
Test,
Presentation



Notifications:
Notifications are
sent to students
through Edu
cloud and Emails, well in
advance along
with the
assessment
criteria for which
the assessment

Assessment Policy & Procedures

















immediately on
the completion of
experiments and
discussions which
helps students
improve their
learning on
Experimental
work and develop
analytical &
manipulative
Skills.

Online worksheets on
different topics.
Questions on practice
labs
Videos and reflection
on it.
Feedback :
By the teacher(FOR
learning):
Feedback given by the
teacher on the topic
given for discussion.
Feedback given also
on written work and
worksheets provided.
Self and by the peer
(AS learning):
A topic given for
discussion assessed
by the students
themselves and also
by the peer
Worksheets discussed
with the peer and the
missing points brought
out.
Presentation
discussed by self and
peer



will be
conducted.





Self and by the
peer (AS
learning):
Feedback also
taken by the peer
immediately on
the completion of
the ATP
worksheet and
discussion which
helps students
improve their
learning.
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Recording and
Reporting of
the result:
Marks scored
for all class
tests are
recorded in log
book and Edu
cloud.
A consolidated
class test report
is generated for
a Forum in the
middle of the
term and at the
end of a
session.
Reporting
through Parent
Teacher
meetings/forum
and Edu cloud
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C) Summative Assessment –TEE-1
Paper
Percent Type/pa Mark Duratio
name
age of
ttern
s
n
the
portion
assesse
d and
Resour
ces
used
Paper 1
(Combin
ed)

Class
Test

100% of
the first
term
Resourc
es- Text
book,
Handout
s, Past
papers,
PowerP
oint
presenta
tion,
Videos
After
each
Topic

Multiple
choice
question
s
(MCQs)
+
Theory
+
ATP

MCQ/Th
eory/Self
Prepare
d
question
s
February Assessment
Paper
name

Percent
age of
the
portion
assesse
d and
Resourc
es used

Type

100

60
(Best
of
Thre
e)

Mark
s

1 hr. 30
min

45min

Duration

19

Weigh
tage

Data
Calculat
CIE
booklet
ors
Assessmen
Allowed/ Allowed/
t criteria
Not
Not
(Followed/N
Allowed Allowed ot Followed)

80%

20 %

Percent
age

Not
allowed

Not
allowed

Followed
Allowed

Followed
Allowed

Data
booklet
Allowed/
Not
Allowed

Calculat
ors
Allowed/
Not
Allowed

CIE
Assess
ment
criteria
Followe
d/Not
Followe
d

Assessment Policy & Procedures
Paper 1
(Combin
ed)

15% of
Multipl
the entire
e
portion
choice
Resourc questio
60
1 hr
100%
Not
Allowed
es- Text
ns
allowed
book,
(MCQs
Handout
)
s, Past
+
papers,
Theory
PowerPo
+
int
ATP
presentat
ion,
Videos
D) Recording and Reporting of the result: Marks scored for all class tests and
Term End Exam and February assessment are recorded in log book and Edu
Cloud. Reporting through Parent Teacher meetings/forums and Edu Cloud.
Grades are calculated as per the CIE grade boundaries. Detailed reports are
generated and reported through the Parent Teacher Meeting held immediately
after the Term End Examination.
TERM 2 (December to May)
A) Teaching strategies and tools:
Syllabus

L-4, Chemical
Reactions -12
classes- December 1
week &January 3
weeks.
L-8, Pattern and
Properties of metals
-12 Classes January 1 week,
February 1 week and
March 1 week.
L-9, Inorganic
Chemistry- 10

Teaching strategies

Lecture method
PowerPoint
Presentations
Discussions
Flash cards
Experimentation by
students
Demonstrations of
experiments
Videos
Peer teaching (in
groups)

20

Assessment tools
And Home assignment
schedule
 Assessment Tools:
 Formative—Group
discussions, Quiz,
Presentations,
Worksheets prepared
using Past papers and the
Updated IGCSE Text
book
 MCQ prepared using
question from Past
papers
 Self-prepared questions
for definitions and theory

Followed

Assessment Policy & Procedures


classes- March 2
weeks
L-6 Quantitative
Chemistry- 12
classes- March 1
week and April 2
weeks.
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Numerical from IGCSE
Chemistry text book and
Online worksheet
Peer testing in the form of
quiz competition or MCQ
Summative—
7-Class test to be
conducted in the second
term, Presentations,
Term End Exam,
Home
assignment
schedule:
Thrice a week in the form
of:
Text book questions: from
IGCSE
Worksheets prepared
using question bank 2nd
edition.
Power point presentation

Assessment Policy & Procedures
B) Assessment:
Formative Assessments
(Assessment FOR and
AS Learning)


















Class activities:
Discussion of a
topic,
Research on the
given topic
The students
discuss and reflect
on the topic being
taught in the class.
Presentations, Quiz,
Flash cards
Worksheets with
questions of MCQ
and theory from
2nd edition question
bank.
Self-prepared
questions for the
theory from the text
book.
Online worksheets
on different topics.
Worksheets with
data analysis
questions,
Questions on
practice labs
Videos and
reflection on it.
Feedback :
By the
teacher(FOR
learning):

IA formatives , Leading
towards preparation of
Paper-6( (ATP)
(Assessment FOR and
AS Learning)
 Class activities:
 Experiments
performed by the
students
 Experiments
demonstrated by
the teacher
 Apparatus shown
and discussed in
class
 Importance of
safety measures
discussed
 Students perform
a few experiments
in the lab.



Feedback :
By the teacher
(FOR learning):
Feedback is given
immediately on the
completion of the
experiment and
discussions which
helps students
improve their
learning on
Experimental work
and develop
analytical &
manipulative
Skills.
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Summative
assessments (Class
tests)
(Assessment OF
Learning)
 Schedule: Two
Class Test per
month


Pattern: Written
Test, Presentation




Notifications:
Notifications are
sent to students
through Edu cloud
and E-mails, well
in advance along
with the
assessment
criteria for which
the assessment
will be conducted.



Recording and
Reporting of the
result:
Marks scored for
all class tests are
recorded in log
book and Edu
cloud.
A consolidated
class test report is
generated for a
Forum in the
middle of the term
and at the end of a
session.
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Feedback given by
the teacher on the
topic given for
discussion.
Feedback given
also on written work
and worksheets
provided.
Self and by the
peer (AS learning):
A topic given for
discussion
assessed by the
students
themselves and
also by the peer
Worksheets
discussed with the
peer and the
missing points
brought out.
Presentation
discussed by the
peer



Self and by the
peer (AS
learning):
Feedback also
taken by the peer
immediately on the
completion of the
experiments and
discussion which
helps students
improve their
learning.
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Reporting through
Parent Teacher
meetings/forum
and Edu cloud

Assessment Policy & Procedures
C) Summative Assessment –TEE-2
EXTENDED

Paper
name

Percent
age of
the
portion
assesse
d and
Resour
ces
used

Type/pa
ttern

Paper 2

40% of
the first
term
and
60% of
second
term
Resourc
es- Text
book,
Hand
outs,
Past
papers,
PowerP
oint
presenta
tion,
Videos
40% of
the first
term
and
60% of
second
term

Multiple
choice
question
s
(MCQs)

Paper 4

Theory

Mark
s

Duratio
n

Weigh
tage

Data
bookle
t
Allowe
d/Not
Allowe
d

Calculat
ors
Allowed/
Not
Allowed

CIE
Assessmen
t criteria
(Followed/N
ot Followed)

40

45 min

30%

Not
allowed

Allowed

Followed

50%

Not
allowed Allowed

80

1 hr 15
min
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Followed
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Resourc
esSame
Paper 6

40% of
the first
ATP
40
1 hr.
20%
Not
Followed
term
allowed Allowed
and
60% of
second
term
Resourc
esSame
D) Recording and Reporting of the result: Marks scored for all class tests
and Term End Exam are recorded in log book and Edu cloud. Grades are
calculated as per the school grade boundaries. Detailed Performance Reports
are generated and reported through the Parent Teacher Meeting held
immediately after the Term End Exam. Reporting through Parent Teacher
meetings/forums and Edu cloud.
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TERM-3 (August to November)
A) Teaching strategies and tools:
Syllabus
August - L-7, Rate
of a chemical
reaction- 12 Class
September - L-10,
Organic Chemistry16 classes
October - L-11,
Polymers-12
Classes

Teaching
strategies
Lecture method
PowerPoint
Presentations
Discussions
Flash cards
Experimentation by
students
Demonstrations of
experiments
Videos
Peer teaching (in
groups)

Revision – October
1 week

Assessment tools
And Home assignment schedule
 Assessment Tools:
 Formative—Group
discussions, Quiz, PowerPoint
Presentations, Work sheets
prepared using the past papers
and updated IGCSE Book.
 MCQ prepared using question
bank
 Self-prepared questions for
definitions and theory
 Numerical from IGCSE
textbook and Online worksheet
 Peer testing in the form of quiz
competition or MCQ
 Summative—
 6-Class tests, Presentations,
Term End Exam,






Home assignment schedule:
Thrice a week in the form of:
Text book questions: from
IGCSE Chemistry
Worksheets prepared using
question from the Past papers
Power point presentation

B) Assessment:
Formative Assessments
(Assessment FOR and AS
Learning)

IA formatives, Leading
towards preparation of
Paper-6( (ATP)
(Assessment FOR and
AS Learning)
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Summative
assessments (Class
tests)
(Assessment OF
Learning)
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Class activities:
Discussion of a topic,
Research on the
given topic
The students discuss
and reflect on the
topic being taught in
the class.
Presentations, Quiz,
Flash cards
Worksheets with
questions of MCQ
and theory from the
Past papers.
Self-prepared
questions for the
theory from the text
book.
Online worksheets on
different topics.
Worksheets with data
analysis questions
Questions on practice
labs
Videos and reflection
on it.
Feedback :
By the teacher(FOR
learning):
Feedback given by
the teacher on the
topic given for
discussion.
Feedback given also
on written work and
worksheets provided.
Self and by the peer
(AS learning):















Class activities:
Experiments
performed by the
students
Experiments
demonstrated by
the teacher
Apparatus shown
and discussed in
class
Importance of
safety measures
discussed
Feedback :
By the teacher
(FOR learning):
Feedback is given
immediately on
the completion of
the experiment,
data analysis and
discussions which
helps students
improve their
learning on
Experimental
work and develop
analytical &
manipulative
Skills.
Self and by the
peer (AS
learning):
Feedback also
taken by the peer
immediately on
the completion of
the experiments
and discussion
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Schedule: Two
Class Test per
month



Pattern: Written
Test,
Presentation




Notifications:
Notifications are
sent to students
through Edu
cloud and Emails, well in
advance along
with the
assessment
criteria for which
the assessment
will be
conducted.



Recording and
Reporting of the
result:
Marks scored for
all class tests are
recorded in log
book and
Educloud.
A consolidated
class test report
is generated for a
Forum in the
middle of the
term and at the
end of a session.
Reporting
through Parent
Teacher
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which helps
students improve
their learning.

A topic given for
discussion assessed
by the students
themselves and also
by the peer
Worksheets
discussed with the
peer and the missing
points brought out.
Presentation
discussed by the peer

C) Summative Assessment –TEE-3 (Extended)
Paper
Percent Type/patt Mar Duratio Weighta
name
age of
ern
ks
n
ge
the
portion
assesse
d and
Resour
ces
used
Paper 2

Paper 4

Paper 6

Entire
Portion

Multiple
choice
questions
(MCQs)

40

45 min

Data
bookle
t
Allowe
d/Not
Allowe
d

Calculat
ors
Allowed/
Not
Allowed

CIE
Assessm
ent
criteria
(Followed/
Not
Followed)

30%

Not
allowe
d

Allowed

Followed

Not
allowe
d
Not
allowe
d

Allowed

Followed

Allowed

Followed

Entire
Portion

Theory

80

1 hr 15
min

50%

Entire
Portion

ATP

40

1 hr.

20%
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meetings/forum
and Educloud
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Summative Assessment –TEE-3 (Core)
Paper
name

Paper 1

Paper 3

Percent
age of
the
portion
assesse
d and
Resourc
es used
Entire
Portion

Entire
Portion

Type

Multipl
e
choice
questio
ns
(MCQs
)
Theory

Mark
s

Durati
on

Weighta
ge

Data
booklet
Allowed/N
ot
Allowed

Calculat
ors
Allowed/
Not
Allowed

CIE
Assess
ment
criteria
Followe
d/Not
Followe
d

40

45 min

30%

Not
allowed

Allowed

Followe
d

Allowed

50%

Not
allowed

Followe
d

Allowed

20%

Not
allowed

Followe
d

80

1 hr 15
min

Paper 6

Entire
Portion
ATP
40
1 hr.
Recording and Reporting of the result:

D)




Marks scored for all class tests and Term End Exam are recorded in log book
and Edu cloud.
A consolidated class test report is generated for a Forum in the middle of the
term and at the end of a session.
Reporting through Parent Teacher meetings/forums and Edu cloud

TERM-4 (December to May)
A) Teaching strategies and tools:
Syllabus
December and
February-

Teaching
strategies
Lecture method
PowerPoint
Presentations

Assessment tools
And Home assignment schedule
 Assessment Tools:
 Formative—Group
discussions, Quiz,
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Revision of chapters
– 20 Classes
Questions from Past
papers-25 Classes

Discussions
Flash cards
Demonstrations of
few experiments
Demonstrations of
Februaryapparatus
Preparation for Mock Peer teaching (in
exams.
groups)








PowerPoint Presentations,
Worksheets prepared using
Past papers
MCQ prepared using Past
papers, Self-prepared
questions for definitions and
theory Numerical from
IGCSE textbook and Online
worksheet
Peer testing in the form of
quiz competition or MCQ
Summative—2-Class test,
Presentations,
Mock Exam 1 – in First week
of January, covers the entire
portion.
Mock Exam 2 – in Second
week of March, covers the
entire portion.
Home assignment
schedule:
Solve Past Papers
Questions from the text book
Worksheets prepared using
question bank

B) Assessment:
Formative Assessments
(Assessment FOR and AS
Learning)

IA formatives,
Leading towards
preparation of Paper6( (ATP)
(Assessment FOR
and AS Learning)
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Summative
assessments (Class
tests)
(Assessment OF
Learning)
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Class activities:
Discussion of a topic,
The students discuss
and reflect on the topic
being revised in the
class.
Quiz
Flash cards
Worksheets with
questions of MCQ and
theory from
The Past Papers.
Self-prepared
questions for the
theory from the text
book.
Online worksheets on
different topics.
Worksheets with data
analysis questions
Questions on practice
labs
Videos and reflection
on it.
Feedback :
Feedback given by the
teacher on the topic
revised in class
Feedback given also
on written work,
worksheets and Past
papers.
Self and by the peer
(AS learning):
A topic given for
discussion assessed
by the students











Class
activities:
Lab reports
discussed
individually and
feedback given.
Importance of
safety measures
discussed
Feedback :
By the teacher
(FOR learning):
Feedback is
given
immediately on
the experiments
performed,
which helps
students
improve their
learning on
Experimental
work and
develop
analytical &
manipulative
Skills.
Self and by the
peer (AS
learning):
Feedback also
taken by the
peer
immediately on
the completion
of the
experiment and
discussion
which helps
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Schedule: Two
Class Test per
month



Pattern: Written
Test from IGCSE
Past papers.



Notifications:
Notifications are
sent to students
through Edu
cloud and Emails, well in
advance along
with the
assessment
criteria for which
the assessment
will be conducted.



Recording and
Reporting of the
result:
Marks scored for
all class tests are
recorded in log
book and Edu
cloud.
A consolidated
class test report is
generated for a
Forum in the
middle of the term
and at the end of
a session.
The reporting is
done during the
Parent Teacher
Meeting.
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themselves and also
by the peer
Worksheets and past
papers discussed with
the peer and the
missing points brought
out.
Past papers discussed
by the peer.

students
improve their
learning.

C) Summative Assessment – MOCK-1 in First week of January and MOCK-2
Exam in 2 Second week of March
EXTENDED
Paper
name

Percent
age of
the
portion
assesse
d and
Resour
ces
used

Type/pa
ttern

Paper 2

Entire
Portion

Multiple
choice
question
s
(MCQs)

Paper 4

Paper 6

Mark
s

Duratio
n

Weigh
tage

Data
booklet
Allowed
/Not
Allowed

Calcula
CIE
tors
Assessmen
Allowed/
t criteria
Not
(Followed/N
Allowed ot Followed)

40

45 min

30%

Not
allowed

Allowed

Followed

Entire
Portion

Theory

80

1 hr 15
min

50%

Not
Allowed

Allowed

Followed

Entire
Portion

ATP

40

1 hr.

20%

Not
Allowed

Allowed

Followed
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CORE
Paper
name

Percentag
e of the
portion
assessed
and
Resource
s used

Type

Paper
1

Entire
Portion

Multiple
choice
questio
ns
(MCQs)

Paper
3

Entire
Portion

Paper
6

Entire
Portion

Theory

Mark
s

Duratio
n

Weighta
ge

Data
booklet
Allowed/
Not
Allowed

Calculat
ors
Allowed/
Not
Allowed

CIE
Asses
sment
criteria
Follow
ed/Not
Follow
ed

40

1 hr

30%

Not
allowed

Allowed

Follow
ed

80

2 hr 15
min

50%

Not
Allowed

Allowed

Follow
ed

40

1 hr. 15
min

20%

Not
Allowed

Allowed

Follow
ed

ATP

D) Recording and Reporting of the result: Marks scored for all class tests and
Term End Exam are recorded in log book and Edu cloud. Reporting through Parent
Teacher meetings/forums and Edu cloud. Before conducting all summative
assessments, the students and parents are informed about the assessment pattern
and dates through Edu cloud. Term 1 Consolidated Class Test reports are sent to
the parents through Edu cloud in first week of November. Term 2 Consolidated Class
Test reports are sent to the parents through Edu cloud in April. TEE/Mock marks,
grades and teacher’s comments are recorded in the Edu Cloud and a detailed report
is created for the feedback to be given during the Parent Teacher meeting. Three
working days are given for generating the results of TEE and Mock in Edu cloud. So,
for example, if the Chemistry exam gets over on 20th Nov, the results should be
ready by 24thNov.
Grade Boundaries:
Grade

A*

A

B

C

D

E

NA

Extended

90-100

80 - 89

70 - 79

60 - 69

50 - 59

40 - 49

0-39

Core

NA

NA

NA

60-100

50-59

40-49

0-39
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MSP: Sample (English - Assessment Procedures)
TERM 1 (August – December)
A) Teaching strategies and tools:
Syllabus

1. Summary Writing12 classes
2. Literature from
Around the World20 classes
3. Novel- 20 classes
4. Descriptive writing
to create an
Atmosphere- 24
classes

Teaching strategies

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Lecture method.
Socratic Seminar
Presentations
Movie watching
Compulsory extra
reading outside the
text
6. Vocabulary games
7. Poster Making
8. Peer assessment

Assessment tools
And Home assignment
schedule


Assessment Tools: Written
paper



Home
assignment
schedule: As and when the
need arises.

Assessment:
Formative Assessments
(Assessment FOR and
AS Learning)





Composition
writing
Dictation
Oral
presentations
Comprehension
passages from
the text which the
students had to
read ( outside the
text done in the
class)

Feedback
(Assessment FOR
and AS Learning)





Class activities:
Oral presentations,
poster making
Feedback :
By the teacher
(FOR learning):
Immediately on the
completion of the
assessment.

Summative assessments
(Class tests)
(Assessment OF
Learning)







Self and by the
peer (AS
learning): After
certain activities
like presentations
self and peer
assessment takes
place.
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Schedule: After the
completion of each unit
Pattern: Written class
test
Notifications: Notified to
the students one week in
advance orally in the
class and through Edu
Cloud
Recording and
Reporting of the result:
The corrected answer
sheets are handed over
to the students, which
they have to get signed
by their parents the
grades are recorded in
the log book and the
grades are uploaded on
Edu cloud.
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D) Summative Assessment -TEE :
Paper
name

Percenta Type/patte
ge of the
rn
portion
assesse
d and
Resourc
es used

Paper 1

100%

Paper2

100%

Unseen
Comprehe
nsions,
compositio
ns,
grammar
Questions
based on
literature

Mar
ks

Durati
on

Weig
htage

50

60
min.

50%

50

60
mins

Data
bookle
t
Allowed
/Not
Allowed

Calculat
ors
Allowed/
Not
Allowed

IB
Assessmen
t criteria
(Followed/N
ot Followed)

50%

E) Recording and Reporting: The grades are recorded in the log books and in
Edu cloud. Reports are cards are generated and handed over to the parents
in the Open Day conducted one week after the completion of the examination.
TERM 2 (January-– May)
A) Teaching strategies and tools:
Syllabus







Myths and
legends- 18
classes
Novel- 18 classes
Reading
Newspapers – 18
classes
Diaries and
Journals – 10
classes
Poetry- 15 classes

Teaching strategies

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Lecture method.
Socratic Seminar
Presentations
Movie watching
Compulsory extra
reading outside the
text
6. Vocabulary games
7. Poster Making
8. Work sheets made by
the teacher
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Assessment tools
And Home
assignment schedule
 Assessment
Tools: Written
tests,
presentations


Home
assignment
schedule: As
and when the
need arises.
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B) Assessment:
Formative Assessments
(Assessment FOR and
AS Learning)







Feedback
(Assessment FOR and
AS Learning)

Composition
writing
Dictation
Oral
presentations
Comprehension
passages from
the text which
the students had
to read ( outside
the text done in
the class)
Worksheets



Class activities:
Presentations,
Role plays,
creating a class
News paper
 Feedback :
 By the teacher
(FOR learning):
Oral or written
feedback is given
immediately on
completion of the
assessment.
 Self and by the
peer (AS
learning): Self
and peer
assessment
takes place in
dictation and oral
presentations.

Summative assessments
(Class tests)
(Assessment OF
Learning)
 Schedule: After the
completion of each
unit


Pattern: Written
test



Notifications:
Notified to the
students one week
in advance, orally in
the class and also
through Edu Cloud



Recording and
Reporting of the
result: The
corrected answer
sheets are handed
over to the
students, which
they have to get
signed by their
parents. The
grades are
recorded in the log
book, and are
uploaded on Edu
Cloud.

C) Summative Assessment -TEE :
Paper

Percent

Type/pa

Mark

Duratio

Weigh

Data

Calculat

IB

name

age of

ttern

s

n

t age

bookle

ors

Assessmen

the

t
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t criteria
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portion

Allowed

Allowed/

(Followed/N

assesse

/Not

Not

ot Followed)

d and

Allowed

Allowed

Resour
ces
used
Syllabus Unseen
50
60 min.
50%
topics
compreh
taught in ensions,
the
composit
second
ions,
term
grammar
Syllabus Question
50
60 min.
50%
Paper2
topics
s based
taught in
on
the
literature
second
term
D) Recording and Reporting: The grades are recorded in the log books and in
Paper 1

Edu Cloud. Reports are cards are generated and handed over to the parents
in the Open Day conducted one week after the completion of the examination.
Overall grading is based on the scale of 1-7:
Grade

Description

Percentage

7

Excellent

90- 100

6

Very Good

75- 89

5

Good

60-74

4

Average

45-59

3

Developing

30-44

2

Emerging

18-29

1

Needs Support

1-17

NA

Not Awarded

0-0



Please click here for the assessment procedures of other subjects in IBDP.



Please click here for the assessment procedures of other subjects in IGCSE.



Please click here for the assessment procedures of other subjects in IGCSE.
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IBDP Examination Policy and Practices
Examinations are an integral part of any curriculum as they facilitate the process of
testing the students’ ability to effectively apply the knowledge acquired, appropriately
use the skills taught and critically think and evaluate the application of theories and
concepts learnt in class. In order to ensure that the examinations are conducted
smoothly keeping in mind the guidelines of all programs there are several procedures
followed before, during and after every examination.
Pre-examination procedures
School-Examination Specific:
1. The Examination Time table is set at least a month before the date of
commencement of the same on the basis of information provided by
facilitators regarding the numbers of papers and time duration of each paper.
The exams are scheduled such that students get used to the IB Final
Examination Time-table. Facilitators are mailed the time-table for reviewing to
ensure that there are no discrepancies.
2. The Invigilation Schedule is prepared in adherence to the following:
a. Facilitators are given invigilation duties only during their free time slots so
that they do not miss classes for the same.
b. Subject facilitators are not given invigilation on the days when the
respective subject’s papers are being tested.
c. Each facilitator is allotted a total of 10 to 15 hours of invigilation across
IBDP and IGCSE Exams
d. Students are not supposed to have access to the invigilation schedule.
Facilitators are mailed the Invigilation duty slots two weeks before the
examination. If a facilitator has been allotted a duty during class time or during
his/her leave then changes are made and the schedule is finalized after
thorough reviewing by all facilitators.
3. The examination timetable and the invigilation schedule is approved and duly
signed by the Director and the respective program coordinators before being
officially mailed to students, facilitators and parents.
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4. The date on which the Parent Teacher Meeting (PTM) is to be conducted is
generally scheduled at least a week after the examinations end. Information
regarding the timings of the same is mailed to students, facilitators and
parents with the time-table before the commencement of exams.
5. To conduct the examinations, the following procedures are completed at least
a week before the commencement of the examination.
a. Facilitators are supposed to get the QPs proof read by the HOD of their
respective departments before they start taking printouts.
b. After being approved by the HODs, QPS are submitted to the secretary
two weeks before the exam according to a deadline given to them. They
sign on a register that records the dates on which each facilitator has
submitted the paper. Reminders are sent out to facilitators who do fail to
stick to the deadlines.
c. Facilitators print out the question papers (QP)s for their subjects. The
number of question papers to be printed out per component of a subject
equals two more than the total number of students taking the exam in that
subject. One copy (both hard and soft) of the QP is retained as a sample
for record.
d. Attendance Sheets are designed for each exam. It shows the name of the
component exam, names of students taking the exam, date of exam and
name of the invigilator. Students taking the exams at different levels (HL
and SL) are also indicated in the sheet. The room no. in which the
examination will be conducted is also written.
e. The question papers are sealed in envelopes with attendance sheet and
school cover sheets.
5. Class rooms are arranged a day before the examination starts according to
the number of students that can be accommodated while ensuring that the
distance between two students should be 1.5 meters and 1.25 meters
respectively for IBDP and IGCSE examinations. Red tapes are used to
indicate the area within which candidates are supposed to be seated during
the exam. Candidate names and roll nos. are also placed on the writing
desks.
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6. Blue-prints of the seating arrangement of students for each exam are made.
7. Posters showing the rules and regulations that ought to be followed by
students during the examination are placed outside each classroom being
used as an examination hall.
8.. The admin department is also informed about the examination so that they
can make arrangements in order to facilitate uninterrupted running of exams.

IBDP and IGCSE-Final Exam Specific requirements:
1. The Examination Time-table is prepared two months before the
commencement of the examination on the basis of the time-slots provided by
IB for regional –time zones.
2. The Invigilation Schedule is prepared in adherence to the following:
a. Facilitators are given invigilation duties only during their free time slots
so that they do not miss classes for the same.
b. Subject facilitators are not given invigilation on the days when the
respective subject’s papers are being tested.
c. Each facilitator is allotted a total of 8 to 10 hours of invigilation.
d. Students are not supposed to have access to the invigilation schedule.
e. Facilitators are mailed the Invigilation duty slots two weeks before the
examination. If a facilitator has been allotted a duty during class time or
during his/her leave then changes are made and the schedule is
finalized after thorough reviewing by all facilitators.
3. The examination timetable and the invigilation schedule is approved and duly
signed by the Director and the respective program coordinators before being
officially mailed to students, facilitators and parents.
4. The Question Papers (as received from IB and Cambridge) are kept in a room
equipped with a safe. The packets containing the papers and coversheets are
checked and matched with the list provided by IB and Cambridge. They are
arranged according to the Examination schedule for each subject so that they
are withdrawn sequentially once the examination starts.
5. To ensure that the papers are inaccessible, only the IBDP Coordinator and
secretary to the same have information about the location of the room where
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the papers are kept. The papers are taken out only half an hour prior to the
exam, by the respective program coordinators.
6. Class rooms are arranged a day before the examination starts according to
the number of students that can be accommodated while ensuring that the
distance between two students should be 1.5 meters and 1.25 meters
respectively for IBDP and IGCSE examinations. Red tapes are used to
indicate the area within which candidates are supposed to be seated during
the exam. Candidate names and roll nos. are also placed on the writing
desks.
7. Blue-prints of the seating arrangement of students for each exam are made.
8. Preparations for IOPs, IOCs, Written Assessments and TOK presentations.
During-exam procedures:
School-specific, IB and IGCSE requirements:
An hour before each exam, the following tasks are to be completed:
a. Details of the exam being conducted in a particular room are supposed to be
written on the board so that students and invigilators have no confusion with
the duration, the start time and the end time of the exam.
b. Examination rooms should be equipped with A.C remotes and drinking-water
bottles.
c. All resources required for the exam are to be kept ready.
d. As invigilators come for their duty they are to be provided with a tray
containing basic stationery (pen, pencil, eraser, pair of scissors, paper-tying
tags, rulers, calculators), the envelope containing the question papers,
attendance sheets, cover sheets and answer sheets , graph papers, discount
tables, case study booklets, data booklets etc. as applicable for a particular
exam. They are also given the Blue-prints of the class seating arrangement
and the booklets containing information about exam-specific instructions for
each subject. The invigilators sign in a register and proceed to their respective
rooms of invigilation 30 minutes before an exam starts.
1. Invigilators should guide students with appropriate instructions before they
begin writing the exam. They have to ensure that students are wearing their
school ID cards and are carrying no objectionable items. They are checked by
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male/female attendants to ensure the same. They are allowed to carry their
stationery in a transparent pouch.
2. Invigilators should ask the students to be seated in their respective desks
(bearing their roll nos.) at least 15 minutes before the exam starts. Only after
all students are seated, exam-specific instructions are to be read out by the
invigilator from the IB booklet.
3. Students are given 5 minutes of reading time.
4. The Attendance sheet is circulated during the reading time for students to
mark their presence.
5. During an exam, students are not allowed to leave the room in the first one
hour and last 15 minutes of the exam.
6. Once the exam ends invigilators collect the papers from the students, check
whether all information has been correctly written and then allow the students
to leave the room.
7. Invigilators submit all the material after thoroughly checking that no material
has been left in the examination hall.
After-exam procedures:
I.

School-specific requirements
1. Facilitators are supposed to collect the answer scripts of their exams on the
day the last component of their subject is scheduled. They are given three
working days to finish corrections and keep all the marks ready to be entered
into the software used by the school. They should also ensure that students
have seen their papers before the marks are entered finally into the software
in order to avoid further discrepancies.
2. Facilitators have to create Performance Reports and Consolidated Class test
reports (IB)/ Student-Review sheets, Comment sheets and Report cards
(IGCSE) for each student taking their subject. The reports are to be
downloaded and recorded in PDF formats (after thorough reviewing only) and
mailed to the secretary to initiate the printing of the same.
3. Having received the subject reports from the facilitators, the secretary
compiles the marks for each student and creates a report file for all students.
The files are handed over to parents during the PTM.
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4. The grades achieved by all students in their respective subjects are recorded
together in a single broadsheet for future reference.
5. Besides the written examinations that are conducted at a specific time of the
year, there are examinations conducted throughout the year in partial
fulfillment of the respective programs in which students are enrolled. The
exams and their corresponding arrangements are as follows :
a) Individual Oral Commentary (IOC) – The exam is conducted for
Languages. A sound- proof room equipped with recorders are arranged
for teachers to conduct the exam. Since the examination is to be taken
one-on-one hence students are monitored while they are waiting
outside the room for their turn.
b) TOK Presentations – The exam is conducted in the room where TOK
classes are facilitated throughout the year. Arrangements are made for
recording the presentation of each student.
c) Language Orals and Listening – The exam is conducted in the room
where classes are facilitated throughout the year. The Examiner is
provided with a recorder.
Students are prohibited from creating noise in the proximity of the
room.
1. After the completion of each exam the answer-scripts have to be sealed by
the coordinators of each program, into envelopes sent by respective
boards in front of students.
2. The envelopes have to be dispatched the same day to the destination prespecified by the respective boards. Arrangements have to be made with a
reliable courier service company for facilitating the same. All
acknowledgment receipts corresponding to every material dispatched has
to be filed for future reference.
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PYP Assessment Policy
Assessment is the gathering and analysis of information about student performance.
It identifies what students know, understand, can do and feel at various stages in the
learning process. It provides information about student learning and development, as
well as a framework for planning, self-reflection, and collaboration. Assessment at SIS
is therefore, integral to all teaching and learning.
Assessment is integral to all teaching and learning.
It is central to the International Baccalaureate Primary Years Program’s goal of
thoughtfully and effectively guiding children through the five essential elements of
learning: the understanding of concepts, the acquisition of knowledge, the mastering
of skills, the development of attitudes, and the decision to take responsible action.
Purpose of assessment (What and why do we assess)
The prime objective of assessment is to provide feedback on the learning process.
Effective assessment will:


Help give a clear picture of what the student is thinking and learning



Support student learning by highlighting areas of strength and giving feedback
to assist further growth.



Provide students with the opportunity to assess their own work and progress.



Provide direction for future planning



Promote goal setting.



Extend the student’s learning.



Provide ongoing records



Ensure that overall curriculum goals are being met.

Assessment practice (How do we assess)
At SIS, we promote the use of a range of assessment tools and strategies that are
designed to give a clear picture of a student’s prior knowledge and progress.
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Pre-assessment
Pre-assessment occurs before embarking on new learning to uncover prior knowledge
and experiences, as well as to direct further learning.
Formative assessment (Assessment for Learning)
Formative assessment is interwoven with daily learning and helps teachers and
students find out what children understand and can do in order to plan for further
student learning and growth. It aims to promote learning by giving regular and
frequent feedback.
Summative assessment (Assessment of Learning)
Summative assessment takes place at the end of a learning unit. It gives children the
opportunity to demonstrate what has been learnt. It informs and improves student
learning and the teaching process. The summative assessment task is collaboratively
designed at the beginning by the appropriate teachers.
RecordingAssessment Strategies and Tools
The strategies are the methods or approaches that teachers use when gathering
information about a student’s learning. Teacher’s record this information using a
variety of tools, which are the instruments used to collect data. When choosing
appropriate strategies, it is important to take into consideration which tools are most
applicable and relevant to that strategy. This helps to ensure that an effective
assessment of the learning experience takes place. A variety of strategies and tools
should be used.
Assessment Strategies (How do students demonstrate learning?)


Observation: All students are observed regularly with a focus on the
individual, the group, and/or the whole class. Records such as checklists and
anecdotal records are common methods of recording observations.
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Performance assessment: Students apply what they have learned by
completing authentic tasks that have more than one acceptable solution.



Process-focused assessment: Teachers observe students with a particular
skill in mind, noting students who are meeting, exceeding or trying to meet the
expectations.



Open-ended tasks: Students are asked to complete or communicate an
original response. This can be a drawing, written response, diagram or a
solution.



Test/quiz: These assessments provide a snapshot of students’ subjectspecific knowledge.



Student reflections: Students are asked to reflect on what they have learned
at the end of a lesson/unit.

Assessment Tools (How do teachers at SIS record student progress?)


Rubrics: An established set of criteria for rating students in all areas. The
descriptors tell the assessor what characteristics or signs to look for in
students’ work and then how to rate that work on a predetermined scale.
Rubrics can be developed by students as well as by teachers.



Checklists: Lists of information, data, attributes, or elements that should be
present. A mark scheme is a type of check list.



Anecdotal Records: Anecdotal records are brief, written notes based on
observations of students.



Continuums: visual representations of developmental stages of learning that
show a progression of achievement or identify where a student is in a
process.



Photographs, Recordings of class activities, Records from student led
conferences, IB Learner Profile reflections.



Student Portfolios (refer to Portfolio section below)

Portfolios:
The portfolios at SIS are a means of assessing and reporting in the PYP. Portfolios
are collections of student work that reflect each child’s learning. It is designed to
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demonstrate success, growth, thinking skills, creativity, assessment strategies and
reflection. It is a celebration of each student’s active mind at work and provides a
picture of progress and development over a period of time. Portfolios are used to
discuss learning with our students. They can be used to assess a student’s
understanding and to document the process of learning. They are used as a
communication tool during student-led conferences and parent meetings.
Portfolio agreements


Portfolios at SIS include self-selected pieces of student work as well as goals
and reflections. They contain examples of work that reflect student inquiry, as
well as pieces from special events, including pictures. At least one piece from
one of the specials’ classes is included in a student’s portfolio each year and at
a minimum, they include a product and a reflection from each Unit of Inquiry
each year.



Collecting work that is submitted into Portfolios at SIS is ongoing. Throughout
the school year we provide time for students to work on their portfolios, allowing
the student the autonomy to organize selections in his/her binder.



Portfolios are kept in binders and can be found in each student’s current
homeroom teacher’s classroom. At the end of the year, teachers keep their
students’ portfolios. Then at the beginning of the next school year, students
go back to their last year’s classroom and pick up their portfolio. In fifth grade,
students take portfolios home at the end of the year.



Portfolios are available to relevant teachers, staff, students and families.

Portfolio contents


Summative assessment per unit with accompanying assessment tool



Work from the different subject discipline



Teacher selected portfolio piece response form for each unit



Student reflection Summary sheet for each unit of inquiry



Learner Profile student self-assessment sheet



Writing sample showing writing process attached to completed work.
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Reporting: How do we report student progress?
The primary function of reporting is to establish, encourage and maintain connection
between home and school. Parents, teachers and students are all viewed as partners
in learning.
We use a number of formal and informal methods to report student progress which
includes:
 Student led conferences
 Teacher - student conferences (ongoing)
 Parent- teacher conferences, as required
 Written reports
 Grade 5 Exhibition
Student led conferences
Purposes:


To have student’s reflect on their own growth and take ownership for their own
learning.



To set goals with the student and parent to ensure the student’s continued
success.

Teacher - student conferences
Purposes:


On-going informal conferencing can guide instruction



To help students with self-reflection by modeling and discussion

Parent- teacher conferences
Purposes:


To establish a relationship with a parent(s)



To learn about the student from the parent to guide instruction



To share evidence of student learning
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Written reports
Written reports are published online two times a year (using the Educloud system) at
the end of each term, January & May. Additionally, each student will also receive a
hard copy of the final yearly report in the month of May. The reports contain narrative
comments as well as grades.
Grade 5 Exhibition
In the final year of the PYP, students participate in a culminating project, the PYP5
exhibition. It is not only a celebration as students move from the Primary Years
Program into the Middle Years Program, but it is also a final assessment where each
student is required to demonstrate engagement with the essential elements of the
PYP: knowledge, concepts, skills, attitudes and action. Students are required to
engage in a collaborative, transdisciplinary inquiry process that involves them in
identifying, investigating and offering solutions to real-life issues and problems. The
Exhibition involves carefully planned assessment. The assessment takes two forms:
ongoing assessment of each individual student’s contribution to and understanding of
the exhibition; a summative assessment and reflection on the event itself. Parents and
students from SIS are invited to attend the Grade 5 Exhibition.

Assessment Review- As a staff, we will review our assessment agreements and
policy annually.
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